
Electronic Lock Instructions
in Plain English

Programming Code: 292938

In Lock instructions: the above code is ALWAYS referenced as: 6DPC

WHENEVER 6DPC is referenced - it ALWAYS means to enter your programming code... which is currently:
292938

The Quick Programming Guide has a Legend which gives the meaning/translation for the translation of their
instructions...

For example, to add a user lock code; the instructions state the following:

Add a new user code
6DPC*SCHLAGE*1*New 4DUC*Reenter New 4DUC

According to the Instructions, and Quick Programming Guide; 4DUC means: Four-Digit User Code

So: if you wish to ADD a new user code; you would do, and enter the following on the lock’s keypay...:

292938 (Then press the Schlage button at the top of the lock); then press the digit 1; then press the four buttons
which represent the new code you are creating; then enter same code again... (you enter it TWICE).

You would DELETE a user code by the following:
6DPC*SCHLAGE*2*Existing 4DUC*Reenter Existing 4DUC

The difference in the above instructions, (adding or deleting) a user code; is in the digit 1 or 2 which tells the
lock what you are doing...

You can remove ALL lock user codes by the following:
6DPC*SCHLAGE*6*Reenter 6DPC

[292938*SCHLAGE*6*292938] would remove ALL lock user codes...

The instructions include how you can change the Programming code (currently 292938); however - if you
forget what you changed the PROGRAMMING code to: you would have to ‘reset’ the lock back to defaults of
when you purchased it...  This involves removing the battery, pressing SCHLAGE, and some other stuff...

Full instructions, (and ERROR indicators (SCHLAGE button RED)), low battery indications, etc. for the lock
are found on pages 8 & 9; & 11   Security tips, & key override instructions on pg 10.

LOW BATTERY: SCHLAGE button briefly lights RED after a valid unlock code has been entered; and then
turns green...  (This causes a slight delay in time before you can UNLOCK the door - since you cannot unlock
the door, when SCHLAGE button is RED)

[If the SCHLAGE button is BLINKING red - and NO codes or other stuff has been entered, the battery is DEAD, and MUST be
replaced.  And the lock will not unlock without the KEY... AND you IGNORED the previous LOW BATTERY indication...]

To REPLACE the 9v battery (say every 2yrs) - unscrew the two screws on the inside door side of the lock.  Pull
off cover.

Battery will be very visible toward top of lock.  Replace battery.  Reinstall cover, and two screws.

Hope this helps...


